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Rusk Agrees To Receive 16 Envoy's Presenting Appeal
For Negotiations in Vietnam

WASHINGTON, April 1 (AP).—U.S. Secretary of State Dean Rusk agreed, Wednesday to present an envoy's appeal for negotiations without any prior conditions.

The appeal was drafted in New York by the Secretary-General U Thant and rests on the representation of the United Nations' cease-fire plan.

The appeal was presented to the ambassadors of Afghanistan, Bhutan, China, and Yugoslavia. The ambassadors were scheduled for a meeting in the Soviet Union, where the representatives of the United States are present.

A cease-fire is intended to be negotiated in Saigon this week. The appeal was presented to the ambassadors of Afghanistan, Bhutan, China, and Yugoslavia. The ambassadors were scheduled for a meeting in the Soviet Union, where the representatives of the United States are present.

Viet Cong Kill Over 50 Hit 25 Copters Near Danang Base

SAGAN, April 1 (Reuters) — Viet Cong guerrillas standing shoulder to shoulder shot down three helicopters, killed two U.S. officers and wounded 14 others, in Sangan, 25 miles south of Danang, yesterday.

Three Vietnamese para
troopers in the operation were killed, and one was wounded. Two other Americans were wounded in another operation.

The attack on the helicopters came down to the landing area, a swampy paddy field, last night.

Two Viet Cong held the base and were shielded by two other Viet Cong companies armed with mortars and heavy smaller weapons.

A pilot said he saw about 100 Viet Cong holding the landing site near the base, which is a small American offshore base.

Vietnam News Agency

U.S. Officials Deny Taylor To Resign

S. Vietnam Post

WASHINGTON, April 1 (AP)—Prime Minister jung had admitted a late afternoon conference Wednesday with his ambassador to the United States, Mr. D. Taylor, that he would resign.

The ambassador, Mr. D. Taylor, was quoted as saying that he would resign. The ambassador, Mr. D. Taylor, was quoted as saying that he would resign.

Fukedrom Urges Convening
Of Disarmament Commission
Of All UN Members in April

NEW YORK, April 1 (U.S.) — First Secretary General U Thant was going to meet with the United Nations Secretary-General in New York City on Wednesday.

The Secretary General, Mr. U Thant, was quoted as saying that he would resign. The Secretary General, Mr. U Thant, was quoted as saying that he would resign.

Traffic Officer
Cites Difficulties
Of Enforcing Law

CHICAGO, April 1 — Traffic accidents and violations of the law are increasing, and traffic en
divisions can only be checked if traffic lights are placed in the area.

One of the greatest difficulties in dealing with traffic is the lack of attention by the public.

A traffic officer, Mr. H. Bottomley, was quoted as saying that he would resign. A traffic officer, Mr. H. Bottomley, was quoted as saying that he would resign.

Wilson, Bottomley
Consult On Move
By Rhodesian Govt.

LONDON, April 1 (Reuters) — Prime Minister Macmillan and Mr. A. Bottomley said they would resign. Prime Minister Macmillan and Mr. A. Bottomley said they would resign.

Karakal Pests Sold For
Nearly $82 Million N. Y.

WASHINGTON, April 1 — A 4-day sale of Karakal, a pest that eats carrots, was held in New York City. The sale brought $82 million.

The pest was sold at an average of $4,000 per ton, and the sale was in aid of the war effort.

The pest was also sold at a high price, and the sale was in aid of the war effort.

Kashmir Passes Bill
Amending Constitution

SRINAGAR, Kashmir, April 1 — The Kashmir Legislative Assembly on Wednesday passed a bill amending the state's constitution with the backing of the state's Assembly.

The Assembly passed the bill with unanimous support.

Kashmir Government

Red Cross Sends
Telegram To Chilian

Red Cross On Quake

KABUL, April 1 — An earthquake struck the Chilian Red Cross on Tuesday, and the Red Cross sent a telegram to Chilian Red Cross on Tuesday.
Ian Smith's New Move

While the government of the Rhodesian Republic was-modeling national policies, Ian Smith, the prime minister, made a move that could shape the future of the country. Smith announced a new policy that would potentially bring about a change in the current political landscape. The move was significant enough to warrant close attention from both local and international observers.

The new policy involved several key elements that aimed to stabilize the economy and improve the standard of living for the people of Rhodesia. It was a bold step that required careful consideration and implementation to be successful. Smith's government was known for its strong sense of national identity, and this move could further solidify its stance against foreign influences.

Despite the potential challenges, the government was confident in its ability to execute the new policy effectively. Smith's leadership was expected to play a crucial role in ensuring the success of this endeavor. The people of Rhodesia watched with interest as the details of this new policy were revealed and awaited its impact on their daily lives.

Meanwhile, in neighboring countries, there were signs of growing unrest and tension. Diplomatic relations were strained, and the region remained vigilant, preparing for any developments that might affect the stability of the area. The global community was also closely following the events, eager to see how this new move would unfold and what implications it might have for the region and beyond.

---

**New Year's Speech**

Prime Minister States Government Policies On Planning, Investment, Agriculture

To ensure the country's progress and stability, the Prime Minister highlighted the importance of planning, investment, and agriculture. He emphasized the need for a cohesive strategy to address the challenges facing the nation and ensure economic growth.

"In this new year, we stand at the threshold of a new era. Our government's policies are designed to foster a balanced development, guiding the nation towards prosperity and peace. The focus on planning is crucial, as it allows us to align our efforts with the needs of the country. Investment in key sectors such as agriculture and industry will be prioritized to create a robust foundation for future growth. We will also continue to advocate for fair trade practices, ensuring that our products are competitive and our citizens are enriched.

"Agriculture remains a cornerstone of our economy. With its vast potential, it offers a path to self-sufficiency and a means to lift our people out of poverty. Our government is committed to supporting farmers, providing them with the tools they need to succeed. This will involve investments in research, education, and infrastructure, as well as initiatives to expand markets and increase access to finance.

"Together, we can build a brighter future for our nation. Let us work together, with a shared vision, to make this year a time of progress and achievement."

---

**Radio Afghanistan Programme**

**THURSDAY**

**Foreign Services, Western Music**

---

**Air Services**

---

**Important Telephones**

---

**Pharmacies**

---

**Vacuum Bottles May Change Shape Due To P-Zero**

The familiar metallic的声音 was a distant memory. It was replaced by something new: a gentle hum, soft and captivating to the ears. The change was gradual, yet it brought a sense of tranquility that resonated throughout the community. It was a testament to the power of innovation and the impact it had on daily life.

---

**Free Exchange Rates**

---
UN, FAO Want Permanent Status For Food Programme

The United Nations and FAO are renewing their efforts to achieve a permanent status for a programme to assist countries in developing countries.

Yugoslav Mission

The Yugoslav Mission to the United Nations is continuing its efforts to secure better representation for developing countries.

Chinese Delegation

A Chinese delegation is visiting the United Nations to discuss various issues.

Home News In Brief

Several news items from around the world are reported in the Home News section.

The Key Forget Photos - Ag [$.

Reliable KLm Says Now Is the Time To See America! Low Summer Fares To The Usa Are Here Again

Now you can fly to New York and back again for as little as $US 971.20 (21-day excursion fare, round trip, Economy Class). And leave Tehran with KLm Royal Dutch Airlines, any Tuesday, Thursday or Saturday and effective April 1, 1965, also Monday, July 11, 1965.

Many experienced travellers have made KLm the sole reliable airlines of their choice. It is one of the world's biggest airliners and it has a good track record for reliability, which gives KLm leisure or experience the other airlines.

The centre was established seven years ago by Lion Airline and has since been growing steadily. The centre is now the main ticketing office for the airline's operations in the United States and Europe.

KLm, Royal Dutch Airlines, has been flying to New York for many years and has established a strong reputation for reliability and comfort.

Many experienced travellers have made KLm the sole reliable airline of their choice. It is one of the world's biggest airliners and it has a good track record for reliability, which gives KLm leisure or experience the other airlines.

University Enrolls Over 7800 Students

KLm, Royal Dutch Airlines, has been flying to New York for many years and has established a strong reputation for reliability and comfort.

Four Vegetable Oil Plants To Be Built In Three Years

The statement said the production of vegetable oil from waste cooking oil and similar low-grade vegetable oils, that are often discarded, could be expanded on a large scale. The plants would be built in various locations around the country, providing a steady supply of vegetable oil for use in various industries.
Administrative Malaise Or Economic Crisis? The Main Culprits

By MAMMAD H. SEIF

This article is a brief summary of the previous article about the recent situation in the Soviet Union. It highlights the problems facing the country and suggests possible solutions to address them.

The Soviet Union is facing a crisis due to the administrative malaise and economic shortcomings. The government has been unable to implement effective policies to tackle these issues.

The main culprits are:

1. Lack of accountability in government officials.
2. Inefficient and腐败的 bureaucracy.
3. Limited public participation in decision-making.
4. High levels of corruption and embezzlement.
5. Ignoring the needs and demands of the people.

The government must take urgent measures to address these problems and improve its performance. This includes increasing transparency, promoting accountability, and involving the public in decision-making processes. Only then can the Soviet Union overcome its current challenges and achieve long-term stability and prosperity.
Fly By Aeroflot. Fly ‘Ilushin’ 18

Now Operating Weekly Two Flights:

1. Moscow - Tashkent - Kabul - Tashkent - Moscow -
   (SU-419; SU-408)
2. Moscow - Tashkent - Kabul - Karachi - Kabul -
   Moscow - (SU-405; SU-408)

- **SU-418 Arriving Kabul**
- **SU-419 Arriving from Tashkent and Moscow**
- **SU-418 Leaving Kabul for Tashkent and Moscow**
- **SU-418 Leaving Kabul for Karachi**
- **SU-419 Leaving from Tashkent and Moscow**
- **SU-418 Arriving from Karachi and Moscow**

Note: Kabul time shown.

From Moscow: convenient connections available to all major European cities by Aeroflot jets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>One Way</th>
<th>Round Trip Flights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Moscow</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>10.467</td>
<td>10.380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>10.726</td>
<td>16.602</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tashkent</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>3.407</td>
<td>6.057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>3.596</td>
<td>5.438</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amsterdam</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>10.202</td>
<td>16.670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>14.396</td>
<td>27.158</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>14.194</td>
<td>26.970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>15.924</td>
<td>30.608</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>12.848</td>
<td>24.693</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>20.935</td>
<td>42.608</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>19.724</td>
<td>39.510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>18.161</td>
<td>27.641</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prague</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>14.383</td>
<td>27.168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>14.083</td>
<td>27.510</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sofia</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>11.786</td>
<td>23.587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>17.578</td>
<td>30.500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brussels</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>18.637</td>
<td>36.914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>14.203</td>
<td>27.155</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vienna</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>14.070</td>
<td>27.457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>14.054</td>
<td>27.700</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bishkek</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>5.608</td>
<td>10.528</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Teletype Numbers**: Representative

**Flight Office**: 220968

**Telegraph Office**: Representative Of Aeroflot in Kabul Minister W.S.
If We Do These Things!

Prime Minister Explains Government’s Aims in Education, Taxation, Administration

New Year’s Speech

Prime Minister explains government’s aims in education, taxation, administration

Administrative Malaise or Economic Crisis?

If we do these things, the whole fabric of society will be reorganized. The government has laid down the following steps to achieve this:

1. The government has decided to increase the budget for education, and steps will be taken to ensure that all children have access to education.

2. The government will introduce tax reforms to ensure fair distribution of wealth.

3. The government will work towards improving the administration to make it more efficient and responsive to the needs of the people.

New Year’s Speech

Prime Minister explains government’s aims in education, taxation, administration

Prime Minister: "If we do these things, the whole fabric of society will be reorganized. The government has laid down the following steps to achieve this:

1. The government has decided to increase the budget for education, and steps will be taken to ensure that all children have access to education.

2. The government will introduce tax reforms to ensure fair distribution of wealth.

3. The government will work towards improving the administration to make it more efficient and responsive to the needs of the people."
London Studies New Move By Rhodesia's Prime Minister

KARIS, April 6--(News)--Rhodesia's Prime Minister, Ian Smith, announced today that the government was establishing a new capital in Southern Africa, which was established in 1962.

The decision to establish a new capital in Southern Africa was announced by Dr. Ian Smith in a statement to the country's constituents. He said the new capital would be established in Southern Africa and would be named after the southernmost point of Africa, the Cape of Good Hope.

Smith said that the new capital would be built on a site that had been selected by the government and would be located in a region that had been identified as a strategic location for the future development of Southern Africa.

The announcement was made at a press conference in Johannesburg, South Africa, where Smith said that the new capital would be built on a site that had been selected by the government and would be located in a region that had been identified as a strategic location for the future development of Southern Africa.

Smith also said that the new capital would be built on a site that had been selected by the government and would be located in a region that had been identified as a strategic location for the future development of Southern Africa.

The new capital would be named after the southernmost point of Africa, the Cape of Good Hope.

Smith said that the new capital would be built on a site that had been selected by the government and would be located in a region that had been identified as a strategic location for the future development of Southern Africa.

The announcement was made at a press conference in Johannesburg, South Africa, where Smith said that the new capital would be built on a site that had been selected by the government and would be located in a region that had been identified as a strategic location for the future development of Southern Africa.

Smith also said that the new capital would be built on a site that had been selected by the government and would be located in a region that had been identified as a strategic location for the future development of Southern Africa.

The new capital would be named after the southernmost point of Africa, the Cape of Good Hope.

Smith said that the new capital would be built on a site that had been selected by the government and would be located in a region that had been identified as a strategic location for the future development of Southern Africa.

The announcement was made at a press conference in Johannesburg, South Africa, where Smith said that the new capital would be built on a site that had been selected by the government and would be located in a region that had been identified as a strategic location for the future development of Southern Africa.

Smith also said that the new capital would be built on a site that had been selected by the government and would be located in a region that had been identified as a strategic location for the future development of Southern Africa.

The new capital would be named after the southernmost point of Africa, the Cape of Good Hope.
a Code Of Ethics For Political Parties In Afghanistan

TRUST AND DISCIPLINE

BY SHAHID RABEE

According to the American Ethical Union, political trusts are the most important of all political trusts; and political trust it is in the nature of every political party that it be established. This is the case with the American Ethical Union as its principle of political morality is the first principle of political morality. It is the first principle of political morality that is in the nature of every political party that it be established. The American Ethical Union is the principle of political morality in its nature of every political party that it be established. The principle of political morality is the first principle of political morality in the nature of every political party that it be established. It is the first principle of political morality that is the principle of political morality in the nature of every political party that it be established. It is the first principle of political morality that is the principle of political morality in the nature of every political party that it be established. It is the first principle of political morality that is the principle of political morality in the nature of every political party that it be established.

In this connection, the question of political morality is of the same importance to all political parties as is the principle of political morality. It is therefore necessary to consider the question of political morality in connection with the principle of political morality. This is the case with the American Ethical Union as its principle of political morality is the first principle of political morality. It is the first principle of political morality that is the principle of political morality in the nature of every political party that it be established. It is the first principle of political morality that is the principle of political morality in the nature of every political party that it be established.

Disarm Talks

The talks on Disarm were not issued to stand for the failure of the United States of America in the years after the outbreak of the Second World War. The talks on Disarm were not issued to stand for the failure of the United States of America in the years after the outbreak of the Second World War. The talks on Disarm were not issued to stand for the failure of the United States of America in the years after the outbreak of the Second World War. The talks on Disarm were not issued to stand for the failure of the United States of America in the years after the outbreak of the Second World War.

Administrative Malaise or Economic Crisis?

Float Bonds, Collect Taxes

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

As a leading writer on political questions, Dr. Shahid Rabeel has contributed many articles to the American Ethical Union. He is well known for his articles on political questions, and has been a frequent contributor to the American Ethical Union. His articles have been widely read and appreciated by the public, and have been widely quoted in the newspapers and magazines of the United States. Dr. Rabeel has written extensively on political questions, and has been a frequent contributor to the American Ethical Union. His articles have been widely read and appreciated by the public, and have been widely quoted in the newspapers and magazines of the United States.

New Year's Speech

Prime Minister Yousuf Describes Status Of Highway Projects, Irrigation Schemes

Radio Afghanistan

Travellers: 4:00 p.m. 7:00 p.m. English: 7:00 p.m. Persian: 8:00 p.m. German: 9:00 p.m. Russian: 10:00 p.m. Urdu: 11:00 p.m. 2200 p.m.

Important Telephones

Free Exchange Rates At Kabul Afghanistan

The latest exchange rates at Kabul Afghanistan are as follows: 1998: 1 USD = 315 Afghani; 1999: 1 USD = 325 Afghani. The exchange rates are subject to change and should be confirmed before making any transactions.
French Pleased With Wilson Visit

PARIS, April 6 (AP) - President Charles de Gaulle, who is about to visit the United States, said today that his recent talks with President Lyndon B. Johnson have given him confidence that the two countries will be able to work together in the future.

Rudman Case Shows Working Of S. Africa's Immorality Act

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa, April 6 (AP) - The South African government, in a move to tackle the problem of racial immorality, has introduced a bill that would make it illegal to engage in sexual relations outside of marriage.

Anas Represents Afghanistan At Bandung Meeting

ANAS, Afghanistan, April 6 (AP) - Afghanistan's delegation to the first Bandung Conference, which opens today, will be headed by Anas Baba, a senior government official.

Ishlak General Per-Angel to attend the Afghan Information Office in Stockholm, and Swedish Abd Raof Banawa, Chief of the Afghan Information Office in Stockholm, will be attending the Swedish Information Office in Afghanistan.

Hundred Try To Register In Selma

SELMIA, Alabama, April 6 (AP) - Hundreds of black voters tried to register to vote today, but many were turned away due to technical difficulties.

Afghans In Cairo Describe Their Country At Reception

CAIRO, April 6 (AP) - Afghan officials said today that their country is recovering from the effects of the recent war, and that it is working to improve its economy and infrastructure.

French Pleased With Wilson Visit

PARIS, April 6 (AP) - President Charles de Gaulle, who is about to visit the United States, said today that his recent talks with President Lyndon B. Johnson have given him confidence that the two countries will be able to work together in the future.

Rudman Case Shows Working Of S. Africa's Immorality Act

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa, April 6 (AP) - The South African government, in a move to tackle the problem of racial immorality, has introduced a bill that would make it illegal to engage in sexual relations outside of marriage.

Anas Represents Afghanistan At Bandung Meeting

ANAS, Afghanistan, April 6 (AP) - Afghanistan's delegation to the first Bandung Conference, which opens today, will be headed by Anas Baba, a senior government official.

Ishlak General Per-Angel to attend the Afghan Information Office in Stockholm, and Swedish Abd Raof Banawa, Chief of the Afghan Information Office in Stockholm, will be attending the Swedish Information Office in Afghanistan.

Hundred Try To Register In Selma

SELMIA, Alabama, April 6 (AP) - Hundreds of black voters tried to register to vote today, but many were turned away due to technical difficulties.

Afghans In Cairo Describe Their Country At Reception

CAIRO, April 6 (AP) - Afghan officials said today that their country is recovering from the effects of the recent war, and that it is working to improve its economy and infrastructure.
**Administrative Malaise Or Economic Crisis?**

**Sources of Revenue**

On the one hand, the war in Afghanistan has caused tremendous financial difficulties for the country. The government has been forced to spend large amounts of money on military operations, which has resulted in a significant reduction in the government's revenue. On the other hand, the government has been unable to increase its revenue through various means, including the sale of state assets, the imposition of higher taxes, and the reduction of government spending. As a result, the government has been forced to borrow large amounts of money from international organizations and banks, which has increased its debt burden.

**View On Vietnam**

**Negotiate Without Conditions**

The United States and the Soviet Union have been engaged in a diplomatic battle over the situation in Vietnam. The United States has been pushing for a negotiated settlement, while the Soviet Union has been supporting the North Vietnamese government. However, both sides have been unable to reach an agreement, and the situation in Vietnam continues to escalate.

**Letter to the Editor**

Sir,

I am writing to express my concern about the increasing number of cases of corruption in government. The recent scandal involving the former minister of finance is just one example of the corruption that is occurring within the government. This is unacceptable and must be addressed.

Sincerely,

[Name]

**Sources of Revenue**

All the present data of the government's sources of revenue are included in this section. This includes taxes, foreign aid, and other sources of revenue. The government has been trying to increase its revenue by raising taxes and cutting expenses. However, the government has also been facing challenges in increasing its revenue due to the economic downturn.

**Kandahar Visit To Establish Closer Ties**

Between People, Government, Premier Says

KANDAHAR, April 6, 1965

The Afghan government has decided to establish closer ties with the people of Kandahar. The government has decided to send a delegation to Kandahar to meet with the local people and discuss their concerns. The government hopes that this will help to improve the relationship between the government and the people of Kandahar.

**Important Telephones**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Public</td>
<td>1234567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Police</td>
<td>8901234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital</td>
<td>5678901</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Pharmacies**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABC</td>
<td>123 Main St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEF</td>
<td>456 Market St.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Radio Afghan**

**Afghanistan Programme**

**Radio Afghan**

**Air Services**

**For Wednesday**

**Airports**

**Important Telephones**

**Pharmacies**

**Sources of Revenue**

**Chaplain's Tell Son**

Living On Relief

To Find A Job

LONDON, April 6, 1965

A chaplain has told his son that he must find a job in order to be self-sufficient. The chaplain said that he had been living on relief for many years and that he could no longer afford to do so.

**Mrs. Bandaranaike Becomes Cestry's Opposition Leader**

**Opposition Leader**

KABUL, April 6, 1965

Mrs. Bandaranaike has been named as the new leader of the opposition party. She has been a long-time opponent of the current government and has been calling for its resignation.

**Free Exchange Rates**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currency</th>
<th>Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Afghan Afghani</td>
<td>1.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Dollar</td>
<td>76.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Radio Afghan**

**Afghanistan Programme**

**Radio Afghan**

**Important Telephones**

**Pharmacies**

**Sources of Revenue**

**Chaplain's Tell Son**

Living On Relief

To Find A Job

LONDON, April 6, 1965

A chaplain has told his son that he must find a job in order to be self-sufficient. The chaplain said that he had been living on relief for many years and that he could no longer afford to do so.

**Mrs. Bandaranaike Becomes Cestry's Opposition Leader**

**Opposition Leader**

KABUL, April 6, 1965

Mrs. Bandaranaike has been named as the new leader of the opposition party. She has been a long-time opponent of the current government and has been calling for its resignation.

**Free Exchange Rates**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currency</th>
<th>Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Afghan Afghani</td>
<td>1.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Dollar</td>
<td>76.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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MINORITY AND MAJORITY PROBLEMS

By MAHMOUD IBRAHIM

Despite the fact that great strikes have taken place, political parties are still required to be organized in the country. National political parties are not the only ones that have to be organized in the country. Political parties are not only required to be organized in the country, but they are required to be organized in the country.

The Afghan government has made a lot of efforts to establish political parties in the country. However, the government has failed to establish political parties in the country.

Political parties are required to be organized in the country. Political parties are required to be organized in the country. Political parties are required to be organized in the country.

The Afghan government has made a lot of efforts to establish political parties in the country. However, the government has failed to establish political parties in the country.

Political parties are required to be organized in the country. Political parties are required to be organized in the country. Political parties are required to be organized in the country.

The Afghan government has made a lot of efforts to establish political parties in the country. However, the government has failed to establish political parties in the country.

Political parties are required to be organized in the country. Political parties are required to be organized in the country. Political parties are required to be organized in the country.
Quake in Southern Greece Leaves Over 30,000 Homeless

ATHENS, Greece, April 7 (Reuters) - A 7.6 earthquake that struck southern Greece Monday, the Social Welfare Minister said, destroyed or damaged more than 1,000 homes and killed 15 people. The official death toll.

UK Introduces Exchange Controls, Abandons TSR-2

LONDON, April 7 (Reuters) - To curb the flow of capital through the exchange rate, the government has introduced controls, including a ban on the sale of TSR-2, a new missile that was to be built in the UK.

Soviet Scientists Simulate Martian Living Conditions

MOSCOW, April 7 (Reuters) - The Soviet Academy of Sciences announced that it had simulated Martian living conditions in a sealed chamber.

Malaria Danger

Dr. John Mazar-i-Sharif, who has come here to discuss the problem of malaria, said that the disease is spreading rapidly in Afghanistan and that the government is taking steps to combat it.

Now 'Famous' Pall Mall gets a FILTER

When you buy a packet of 'GOLD BAND' PALL MALL filter cigarettes you get the same perfect condition, the same Rippling Band satisfaction, that has made PALL MALL famous around the world plus a pure white modern filter.

Diana Hairdressing Salon

Prominent women from the diplomatic community have been frequenting Diana Hairdressing Salon, which has gained a reputation for its professional service and modern equipment.

U.S. Planes Blast Targets On Vietnam's Major Highway

MORE than 20 United States nuclear-powered military aircraft struck a major highway in North Vietnam's north to disrupt the movement of large military and supplies.

Prime Minister Dr. Youusf Urges Action To Complete Helmand Valley Project Soon

Prime Minister Mohamed Youusf arrived in Helmand Province to inspect the Helmand Valley Project, which has been delayed due to financial constraints.

Johnson Says US Ready For Peace Discussions To End Vietnam Conflict

President Johnson said last night that the United States is ready to talk to the Viet Cong to end the war in Vietnam.

Premier Praises Reform Movement

KANDAHAR, April 6-7, 1970 (AP) - The Premier of Kandahar praised the reform movement that has swept the area, saying it will help to bring about a more equitable distribution of wealth and resources.
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Individual Incentives And Productivity

The idea of a river depends on the density and on the rate of
which the water flows. If the river flows at a rate, the
density will increase and the river will move faster. This
is because the density of the river is higher and the
rate of flowing water is also higher. However, if the
river flows at a slower rate, the density will decrease
and the river will move slower. This is because the
density of the river is lower and the rate of flowing
water is also lower. Therefore, the density of the
river depends on the rate of flowing water.

Judith Oakes, Launceston
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New East-West Link

The opening of the new highway for a survey of the Kabul-Mazar
highway, which runs through the heart of Afghanistan, will
probably be one of the most prestigious new developments in the
province. The highway will be on the main route to Europe
through the mountains. It will be one of the most
important changes in the history of Afghanistan. The
highway will be a great advantage for the country.
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UN IN A CHANGING WORLD
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In Kabul Hailed
By Afghan Students

By S. KABUL

A performing group from Brunei, Nigeria, Ceylon and the United Arab Emirates is in Afghanistan to...
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Dr. Youssuf Inspects Projects In Progress Near Fararoad

PAHARAN APRIL 13
Prime Minister Dr. Mohammad Youssuf is on an inspection tour of the projects near Fararoad. He inspected the irrigation project near the river and the construction of the Fararoad Bridge. The Prime Minister was accompanied by the Minister of Works and Transport and other officials.

KABUL UNIVERSITY Admits Over 700
KABUL, April 13—Over 700 students were admitted to Kabul University on Monday. The admission process was conducted at the Ministry of Education and Higher Education.

S. Vietnam Appears Ready To Start Anti-French Campaign
HANOI, April 13—South Vietnamese leaders have expressed confidence that the anti-French campaign will begin soon. The French government has taken measures to prevent the campaign from spreading.

Next Gemini Flight Planned For June
WASHBURN, April 13—Issuing a press release, the US space agency announced the scheduled launch of the next Gemini flight for June. The flight will be conducted under the supervision of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.

Prínce Wali
(Credit from page 13)

P'rsfhh ave been put at the disposal of the sur-...
U.S. Welcomes Initiative by Non-aligned Nations Appealing for Vietnam Peace

The following is the text of Dr. Sihanouk's message to the United Nations: "We appeal to the governments of the world to respect the sovereignty, independence, territorial integrity and political equality of all countries, and to refrain from any action which may cause a recurrence of the war.

Dr. Sihanouk noted that the United States was responsible for the war in Vietnam and that the United Nations had been unable to prevent it.

Dr. Sihanouk also noted that the United Nations had been unable to prevent the United States from violating the Geneva Accords, which had ended the Vietnam War in 1975.
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FARMERS' CONGRESS OPENS HERE

The 12th Asian and Pacific Conference on Agriculture opens here Monday as a new phase of efforts to meet the needs of the 1.8 billion people who live in the region's 23 countries.

Dr. Abdillah of Indonesia, the minister of agriculture, welcomed the delegates and stressed the importance of increasing food production in the region.

"We are here to discuss ways to increase food production," he said. "We must work together to ensure that everyone has enough to eat."
A Code Of Ethics For Political Parties In Afghanistan
PROBLEM OF POLITICAL EDUCATION

In our current era we acquire information that is not from our own sources, but from other people or by intuition. In this way we can infer that information is political. Currently, Afghanistan is a country that is unable to determine the political situation in its own country, let alone in the region. As a result, politics in Afghanistan is a product of political education that is done by the Ministry of Agriculture to develop a sense of ethics among political parties.

Fifteenth Century Princess To Be Buried Again
The emperor's house of Lala Mustafa Pasha in the district of the city's center is going to be turned into a museum. The emperor, who died in 1540, is buried in that house. The house was built in 1540 by order of the emperor. In the past, the house was used as a residence for the emperor and his family. The emperor's house is located in the middle of the city's center. It was built in 1540 by order of the emperor. In the past, the house was used as a residence for the emperor and his family. The emperor's house is located in the middle of the city's center.
Afghan Cultural Delegation Returns From Indian Visit
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Home News In Brief

**KARL I.**

April 17—Dr. Yousaf Majid, Secretary General of the United Nations, told a mass meeting yesterday that the President of the United Nations, Dr. Neuhauser, referred to the President’s speech.. yesterday President Keshawarz. President Ahmad Populatlon.
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The Secretary General, who has been in Pakistan for a year later in the institute, will return to Kabill and the United States. The President of the United States. The President of the United States.

**USURP Will Send Volunteers To Vietnam If DRV AskS, Says Moscow Communicate**
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Johnson Says U.S. Ready To Talk On Vietnam “Next Week, Tomorrow Or So”
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Halting N. Vietnam Raids Dishhearten Friends, Says Rusk
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President Johnson said yesterday that the United States is ready to talk on the Vietnam war “next week, tomorrow or so.”
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A Code Of Ethics For Political Parties In Afghanistan:

Rules Of Procedure Needed To Avoid Filibustering In Nation's Parliament

Ten Years After

Representatives of Asian and Afghani- stan's political parties had a meeting in Kabul to celebrate the tenth anniversary of the country's independence. Since 1989, the leaders of many new nations, including Afghanistan, have been striving for peace and stability in the region.

Three Factors Affect Developing Nations' Role In Global Communications Network

Three factors—self-determination, freedom, and development—are essential for the proper functioning of the global communications network. Without these factors, the network cannot work as efficiently.
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Fly By Aeroflot. Fly 'Ilushin' 18
Now Operating Weekly Two Flights:

1. Moscow - Tashkent - Kabul - Tashkent - Moscow
(SU-619; SU-620)
2. Moscow - Tashkent - Kabul - Karachi - Tashkent - Moscow
(SU-667; SU-658)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>One Way</th>
<th>Round Trip Entry Reg. No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Moscow</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>10,437</td>
<td>19,050 (SU-619)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T</td>
<td>7,350</td>
<td>14,032 (SU-619)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tashkent</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>5,627</td>
<td>10,074 (SU-619)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T</td>
<td>2,850</td>
<td>5,300 (SU-619)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amsterdam</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>19,320</td>
<td>36,675 (SU-620)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T</td>
<td>14,825</td>
<td>29,000 (SU-620)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>14,194</td>
<td>29,974 (SU-620)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T</td>
<td>12,846</td>
<td>25,700 (SU-620)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>18,000</td>
<td>36,000 (SU-620)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T</td>
<td>15,047</td>
<td>30,094 (SU-620)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>19,726</td>
<td>39,051 (SU-620)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T</td>
<td>17,400</td>
<td>34,800 (SU-620)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prague</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>17,842</td>
<td>35,684 (SU-620)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T</td>
<td>14,283</td>
<td>28,566 (SU-620)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sofia</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>11,186</td>
<td>22,372 (SU-620)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T</td>
<td>9,000</td>
<td>18,000 (SU-620)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brussels</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>16,627</td>
<td>33,014 (SU-620)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T</td>
<td>14,533</td>
<td>29,066 (SU-620)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vienna</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>16,070</td>
<td>32,141 (SU-620)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T</td>
<td>14,054</td>
<td>28,108 (SU-620)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budapest</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>3,400</td>
<td>6,738 (SU-620)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Kabul time shown.
From Moscow convenient connections available to all major European cities by Aeroflot près.

Passenger Fares in Afghanis from Kabul:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Destination</th>
<th>One Way</th>
<th>Round Trip</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Moscow</td>
<td>19,050</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tashkent</td>
<td>14,032</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kabul</td>
<td>10,074</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tashkent</td>
<td>5,300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moscow</td>
<td>36,675</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tashkent</td>
<td>29,974</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kabul</td>
<td>25,700</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brussels</td>
<td>33,014</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vienna</td>
<td>32,141</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budapest</td>
<td>6,738</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Agricultural Plans Presented To Congress Participants

HAB Light, April 30—Shah and Prime Minister His Highness Prince Sadruddin presented his plan for the development of the Afghan farming population, at the end of the fifth session of the Afghan city of Kabul.

The plan, which has been approved by the government and the Ministry of Agriculture, is aimed at increasing the country's agricultural output by 140 per cent. It also includes a project to improve breeds of livestock in the country.

The plan calls for the establishment of 10,000 new wildlife sanctuaries and the establishment of a foundation to support the Afghan farming population.

The plan also includes the construction of 10,000 new rural roads and the establishment of a foundation to support the Afghan farming population.

The plan also includes the construction of 10,000 new rural roads and the establishment of a foundation to support the Afghan farming population.

The plan also includes the construction of 10,000 new rural roads and the establishment of a foundation to support the Afghan farming population.
Need Of Self-Help

At yesterday’s session of the Foreign Commerce and Industry Committee, the members criticized the government’s efforts to promote export. They pointed out that the government should encourage private enterprise and not depend solely on official efforts.

In reply to the criticism, the government claimed that they had taken steps to encourage private enterprise. They also pointed out that the government was not in the position to take over the entire responsibility for the development of exports.

The committee members said that the government should be more active in promoting exports. They also suggested that the government should provide more information to the private sector on the foreign market conditions.

Japan May Mediate In Malaysia Dispute

Japan, in an attempt to mediate in the Malaysia dispute, has offered to bring both sides together for talks. The Malaysian government has accepted the offer and has expressed hope that the dispute can be resolved peacefully.

In return, the Malaysian government has offered to discuss the possibility of Japan investing in the country. The Japanese government has not yet responded to the offer.

important Telephones

Air Services

Airports

Radio Afghanistan Programme

MONDAY

One of Child’s cartoons on the situation in Vietnam

A series of public service announcements on the situation in Vietnam will be broadcast on Radio Afghanistan. The series will be called “Our Country, Our Responsibility.”

Foreign Services, Western Music

The Radio Afghanistan Programme will broadcast a series of foreign service programs. The programs will include music from around the world.

Air Services

TUESDAY

One of Child’s cartoons on the situation in Vietnam

A series of public service announcements on the situation in Vietnam will be broadcast on Radio Afghanistan. The series will be called “Our Country, Our Responsibility.”

Foreign Services, Western Music

The Radio Afghanistan Programme will broadcast a series of foreign service programs. The programs will include music from around the world.

Air Services

WEDNESDAY

One of Child’s cartoons on the situation in Vietnam

A series of public service announcements on the situation in Vietnam will be broadcast on Radio Afghanistan. The series will be called “Our Country, Our Responsibility.”

Foreign Services, Western Music

The Radio Afghanistan Programme will broadcast a series of foreign service programs. The programs will include music from around the world.

Air Services

THURSDAY

One of Child’s cartoons on the situation in Vietnam

A series of public service announcements on the situation in Vietnam will be broadcast on Radio Afghanistan. The series will be called “Our Country, Our Responsibility.”

Foreign Services, Western Music

The Radio Afghanistan Programme will broadcast a series of foreign service programs. The programs will include music from around the world.

Air Services

FRIDAY

One of Child’s cartoons on the situation in Vietnam

A series of public service announcements on the situation in Vietnam will be broadcast on Radio Afghanistan. The series will be called “Our Country, Our Responsibility.”

Foreign Services, Western Music

The Radio Afghanistan Programme will broadcast a series of foreign service programs. The programs will include music from around the world.
AFGHANISTAN, UK
Sign Agreement On Cultural Exchange

KABUL, April 18—A new agreement was concluded in Kabul today between the British and Afghan governments for the purpose of promoting the cultural exchanges between the two countries. The agreement was the outcome of discussions held between the Afghan and British representatives at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The agreement provides for mutual visits of cultural groups, the exchange of scientific and technical information, and assistance in the development of cinema and television.

Fulbright Feels Temporary Halt In Strikes Might Open Way For Vietnam Negotiation

EDUCATION J. W. Fulbright, Democrat Arkansas, said Sunday evening in his first press conference in two days that a temporary halt in strikes might open the way for peace negotiations. The senator said that a statement he had read from the floor of the Senate that the United States was prepared to negotiate with North Vietnam was not a new development but rather a statement of the existing policy of the United States.

Ministry Complete Plans For Kargha Dam Development

KABUL, April 18—One billion dollars in aid to Vietnam is expected to bring about a temporary halt in the war, said the former minister for public works, Sidiqia Mohammad Sadiq. The minister also said that the construction of a new dam on the Kargha river would be started this year.

Republic of Indonesia: Annual Report of the President

President Sukarno of Indonesia has made a statement about the conditions in his country. He said that the country was facing economic difficulties and that the government was taking steps to improve the situation.

Johnson's Offer To Talk On Vietnam Meaningless Until Bombing Stops, Kosygin Says

MOSCOW, April 18 (AP)—The Russian Foreign Minister, Andrei Gromyko, said Sunday that President Johnson's offer to discuss Vietnam with the Soviet Union was meaningless as long as the United States continued to bomb North Vietnam.

Prime Minister Describes U.S. View On Vietnam

KABUL, April 18—As a peace announcement last evening by President Johnson, Prime Minister Nur Mohammad Nadir Shah said today that the United States was Prepared to negotiate with North Vietnam. The prime minister also said that the war would continue until the United States stopped its bombing of North Vietnam.

Collect, Publish Judicial Decisions, Governors Suggest

KABUL, April 18—In a letter to the president, the governors of Afghanistan suggested that the judiciary be allowed to publish decisions in the newspapers. They also suggested that the government should provide legal aid to the poor.

China Refugees To Receive British Ottoman On Arrival

The British government has announced that Chinese refugees who have entered Afghanistan will be given the same treatment as the Ottoman deportees. The announcement was made by the Home Secretary, R. F. A. Churchill.
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Farhang Stresses Importance Of Free Transit
In Speech To UN Trade, Development Board

Farhang, from Afghanistan, stressed the importance of free transit in a speech to the UN Trade, Development Board meeting in New York. Farhang noted that free transit is essential for the development of poorer countries, as it allows them to export their goods to other countries without paying transit fees. This, in turn, will help these countries to improve their economies and increase their trade with other nations.

Farhang also mentioned that free transit can help to strengthen international relations and promote peace. He noted that by allowing countries to trade with each other, free transit can help to reduce tensions and conflicts.

Farhang urged the UN to work towards establishing a free transit system, which would benefit all countries. He emphasized that this would not only help poorer countries, but also benefit more developed nations by promoting trade and economic growth.

Radio Afghan Programme

Towards Foreign Services, Western Music

The Afghan Radio Programme for today includes a segment about foreign services and western music. The programme will feature music from various countries and will highlight the importance of cultural exchange.

Radio Afghan Programme For Today

6:00 PM - 7:00 PM

Guests will include representatives from various foreign countries, who will discuss their cultures and traditions.

7:00 PM - 8:00 PM

Western music will be played, featuring artists from the United States, Canada, and Europe.

Earth Scientist Finds People In Provinces
Fascinated By Geological Findings, Theory

As a part of a major survey, a team of geologists has been exploring various parts of the country. They have discovered evidence of ancient geological formations, which have fascinated local residents.

The geologists have found that the area is rich in geological history, and that the region has been shaped by various geological processes over millions of years. They have also discovered evidence of ancient volcanic activity, which has left a lasting impact on the landscape.

The team has been working with local communities to raise awareness about the importance of preserving the geological heritage of the region. They have also been working with local schools to educate children about the importance of science and technology.

The findings have been met with great interest by the local community, who have expressed their desire to learn more about the geological history of their region.
Diplomatic Wives Plan Benefit Tea

KABUL, April 11—The diplomat's wives are planning to give a teatime to raise funds for a special charity. Mrs. Leonard F. Helms, American Chargé d'Affaires, who arranged the evening, said the women would like to help the underprivileged children of Afghanistan. The event will be held at the American Embassy and is expected to attract many guests. Mrs. Helms has made arrangements for a variety of refreshments and music to entertain the attendees.

Sugar Factory To Be Constructed In Helmond Valley

NEW DELHI, April 11—India is planning to construct a sugar factory in Helmond Valley. This is part of the government's efforts to increase the production of sugar in the country. The factory is expected to have an annual production capacity of 250,000 tons. It will be managed by the Indian Sugar Mills Corporation Limited (ISMC), which is owned by the government.

U.S. Leaders Confer On Vietnam At Hawaii Meeting

HONOLULU, April 11—The leaders of the United States are holding a meeting in Hawaii to discuss the Vietnam War. President Lyndon B. Johnson, who is visiting the island, said the United States would continue to work towards a diplomatic solution to the conflict. The meeting is attended by President Johnson, Secretary of State Dean Rusk, and other senior officials.

Viet Cong Must Take Part In Talks, N. Vietnam Says

HANOI, April 11—North Vietnam has said that the Viet Cong must participate in any peace talks. The statement was made by Foreign Minister Le Duc Tho, who said that the United States and other countries are not welcome in any talks unless the Viet Cong is included. The United States has rejected the demand, saying that the Viet Cong is a terrorist organization.

Galilah President Over North Vietnam

HANOI, April 11—Galilah, a former student leader, has been elected as the new president of North Vietnam. The election was held in the context of the country's efforts to modernize and industrialize. The new president will face the challenge of maintaining national unity and advancing the country's economic development.

Dr. Thompson, 91, Dies In Kabul

KABUL, April 11—Dr. John Thompson, a prominent Afghan physician, has died at the age of 91. Dr. Thompson was known for his work in public health and his contributions to the development of the country's healthcare system. He was a respected figure in the Afghan medical community.

Government's Packages for the Next Five Years

KABUL, April 11—The government has announced its plans for the next five years. It has pledged to continue with its economic policies and to work towards a brighter future for the country. The government has also announced its intention to expand its social welfare programs.

We are an independent English-language daily newspaper established in Kabul in 1945. The paper's mission is to provide an independent, unbiased, and comprehensive news service to the Afghan people. The paper was founded by Mr. Louis B. Cohn, a veteran journalist who had previously worked for the United States Press in Afghanistan.
Administration in Developing Countries

Radio Afghanistan Programme

Soviet Statisticians Report Total Output
In USSR Increased 7 Per Cent During 1964

Wednesday

Foreign Services, Western Music

Press

A handout photo shows a podium with a sign that reads "Radio Afghanistan Programme". The photo seems to be taken at a broadcast event, possibly at a radio station or a similar setting. The text on the sign is prominent and clear, indicating the nature of the programme.

The article mentions that Soviet statisticians report total output in the USSR increased by 7 per cent during 1964. This is a significant statistic, highlighting economic growth and development in the country during that period.

For those interested in more such updates, they might want to stay tuned for further developments on this topic. The article might be part of a series or a regular update on economic indicators or statistical data in the region covered by Radio Afghanistan.

Meanwhile, the foreign services and western music segments are also included in the programme, suggesting a diverse range of content aimed at engaging a broad audience.

The emphasis on these figures comes at a time when historical records and data are often scrutinized, particularly in relation to economic policies and their impact on society. The growth in output could be seen as a sign of the economic health and progress of the country during that period. However, it's important to also consider the context in which these changes occurred, including the external factors that might have influenced the economic landscape of the time.

The information provided gives a glimpse into the communication strategies and content diversification efforts of the time, targeting different audiences with relevant and engaging content.
Mariner 4 Makes
Scientific Finding
On Dash To Mars
WASHINGTON, April 18 (AP)-
The Mariner 4 rocket is giving up years of study to the scientists who are analyzing the 22,000-mile streak of data it sent back to Earth on its historic
voyage to Mars.

The scientists believe the
Mariner 4 rocket carried the best
measurements yet toward the planet Mars. But the fields and streams of solar particles to flow from Vietnam. The participants showed great interest in the proposals made by the Messerschmidt Stengel Balkan Defense Forces.

For Sale
Hutmanah Tribe
Hold Large Jinsa
KABUL, April 12—Several hundred
people were said to have been killed in a
nepal
rivalry in a recent incident.

The government has ordered the
Prime Minister to arrange a meeting with the representatives of the various
groups involved. The government
has also announced a
classification of the various
proposals made by the
Messerschmidt Stengel Balkan Defense Forces.

U.S. To Fulfill
Commitments
To Vietnam Despite China's
Continued Threats, Rusk Says
WASHINGTON, April 12—
The United States will fulfill its commitments to the
people of Vietnam, despite China's continued
threats, Secretary of State Dean Rusk said
Wednesday.

The Chinese, he
said, had never been
invited to participate in
a peaceful solution of the
Vietnam problem. Rusk said
that the United States was making
efforts to bring about a peaceful
settlement of the Vietnam
question.

Legal
Sanctions
on
Viet
create
a
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The Prime Minister of the
National Democrats, Prof. Ghia
Fahani, offered his life as a
price for peace in Vietnam.

The National Democrats are
an active party in the
Vietnamese government and
have played an important role
in the peace negotiations.

French
Guerrillas
and
Sailth
Surfers
KABUL, April 12—A
meeting was held between French
guerrillas and sailth surfers in
Kabul. The guerrillas were
represented by Prof. J. Fahani,
who is the president of the
National Democrats.

The guerrillas were
represented by Prof. J. Fahani,
who is the president of the
National Democrats.

U.S. Plans
Bom into Viet
Con
In Attack In Quant Tan Area
KABUL, April 18, (Kabul)—
U.S. plans to bomb into the
Viet Con in Quant Tan area
in the coming days.

The operation is expected
to continue for several days
and will target the Viet Con
base in Quant Tan.

These plans were
announced by the
U.S. Embassy in Kabul.

Aid-To-India
Club
To Meet Today
WASHINGTON, April 21—
The Aid-To-India Club will meet
today at the office of the
Embassy of India, 1601
E. St. NW.

The club will
hold a dinner at 7 p.m. The
guests will include Indian
businessmen, diplomats and
other invited guests.

Buddhist
Monk
Sacrifices Himself
BANGKOK, April 21—
A Buddhist monk has
sacrificed himself to
angry mobs in Bangkok.

The monk, named Thich
Pha Ngoc, died at the
hands of angry mobs who
were burning down
his monastery.

The monk was
members of a Buddhist
organization who had
formed a strike to
protest against the
government's policies.

The government has
promised to make
investigations into the
marchers' activities.

Mariner 4 Makes
Scientific Finding
On Dash To Mars
WASHINGTON, April 18 (AP)—
The Mariner 4 rocket is giving up
years of study to the scientists who
are analyzing the 22,000-mile streak
of data it sent back to Earth on its
historic voyage to Mars.

The scientists believe the
Mariner 4 rocket carried the best
measurements yet toward the planet
Mars. But the fields and streams of
solar particles to flow from Vietnam.

Mariner 4 was launched on a
trajectory that took it from
Earth to Mars in 1964. It
was the first spacecraft to
perform a successful
flyby of Mars. The
spacecraft sent back
photos of the Martian
surface, including
rocks and
mountains.

The data from
Mariner 4 was
invaluable
to scientists
studying the
Atmosphere of Mars.

The
Mariner 4
hyperfine
structure
of the
Volcanic
atmosphere
of Mars
was
mapped
by
Mariner 4.

Scientists
believe
the
high-resolution
images of Mars
were
important
to
understanding
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They have developed a donor-experience framework which requires more government intervention and technical skills. The framework is based on the experiences of donor organizations and their education programs. It involves collaboration and coordination between donors, recipient governments, and local stakeholders.

Another essential point is that the education system needs to be reformed. It must be able to adapt to the changing needs of society. This can be achieved through the development of new educational programs and the improvement of existing ones. It is crucial to ensure that education is accessible to all, regardless of their background or social status.

After The Genesa Conference
New International Economic Policy

Different from other economic policies that have been proposed in the past, the new international economic policy is focused on the development of a sustainable and inclusive economy. It recognizes the importance of reducing inequality and promoting social justice. The policy aims to create a level playing field for all countries, regardless of their size or level of development.

The policy advocates for the establishment of a global regulatory framework that would ensure fair and transparent trade practices. It also supports the development of new technologies that can help to reduce poverty and improve living standards.
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Foreign Services
Western Music

WORLD SERVICE

3:30 p.m. ART 4, 17th Eam on 14 March: ART 4, 7th Eam on 15 March: ART 3, 7th Eam on 16 March

Programme

The Afghan National Army

The Afghan National Army is an essential part of the country's defense and security forces. It is responsible for maintaining internal security and defending the country against external threats.

The Afghan National Army is made up of around 150,000 soldiers and is supported by international forces. The army's operations are critical in maintaining stability in the country. It is responsible for managing security and providing protection to the population.

The Afghan National Army is equipped with modern military equipment and has trained soldiers with the necessary skills to carry out its duties. The army is made up of different units, each with a specific role to play in maintaining security.

Farmers Learn To Cooperate With Ministry Projects, To Help Themselves At Congress

The Ministry of Agriculture is conducting a program to help farmers improve their livelihoods. The program aims to provide farmers with training and resources to improve their agricultural practices. The program has been well received and has helped many farmers to increase their productivity.

The program has two main components: training and resource provision. Training is provided through workshops, seminars, and other educational programs. Resource provision includes providing farmers with access to seeds, tools, and other inputs.

The program is led by the Ministry of Agriculture and is supported by the World Bank and other international organizations. The program has been a success, with many farmers reporting increased yields and improved livelihoods.

By our staff reporters

For the second year in a row, the Congress has launched a program to help farmers improve their livelihoods. The program aims to provide farmers with training and resources to improve their agricultural practices. The program has been well received and has helped many farmers to increase their productivity.

The program has two main components: training and resource provision. Training is provided through workshops, seminars, and other educational programs. Resource provision includes providing farmers with access to seeds, tools, and other inputs.

The program is led by the Ministry of Agriculture and is supported by the World Bank and other international organizations. The program has been a success, with many farmers reporting increased yields and improved livelihoods.

NEW ECONOMIC POLICY

(Continued from page 7)
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"Aid-to-India" Group Pledges $1,027 Million For Next Year

Prime Minister reviewed the go81s 'two'. days of W!Ute'

Farmers' Congress Delegates Suggest 100 Per Cent Raise
In Long Unchanged Land Tax

Royal Audience

Kabul River Floods Floors Of City

Italian Premier Meets U Thant
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Turkish Senator Asks Premier To Expel Patriarch

Provincial Centres For Medical Care To Be Expanded

KABUL, April 22—With an aim to provide medical care to the rural population, a number of centres for medical care are expected to be expanded in the provincial centres in the near future.

Sino-American Envoy Continue Warsaw Talks

"White House Says Shastri Visit More Fruitful Later"

Home News In Brief

In the Sound of the Gun:

International Club to Host Dinner

For Finns in Colour and Black and White

Save Time, Save Money, Shop at AZIZ SUPERMARKET
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KABUL, April 22—With an aim to provide medical care to the rural population, a number of centres for medical care are expected to be expanded in the provincial centres in the near future.

Sino-American Envoy Continue Warsaw Talks

"White House Says Shastri Visit More Fruitful Later"

Home News In Brief

In the Sound of the Gun:

International Club to Host Dinner

For Finns in Colour and Black and White

Save Time, Save Money, Shop at AZIZ SUPERMARKET
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DECENTRALISATION AND DEVOLUTION

By Phil Gourley

The system of the French Republic offers a good example. When in 1956, the French Senate approved the idea of a new French Metropole, to be called the Mediterranean Sea, it was a clear indication that the traditional hierarchy of central government was being replaced by a more decentralised system. The metropole would be made up of a number of smaller regions, each with its own elected assembly and elected governor. This would lead to a greater degree of local autonomy and a more efficient system of government.

This system is designed to be more flexible and responsive to local needs than the traditional centralised system. It is also intended to promote greater economic development and social well-being by giving local authorities more control over their own affairs.

The system is based on the principles of decentralisation and devolution, which are widely accepted in other countries as well. The key features of the system are:

1. A greater degree of local autonomy, with local authorities having more control over their own affairs.
2. Greater accountability, with local authorities being more responsible to the people they represent.
3. Greater efficiency, with local authorities being able to respond more quickly and effectively to the needs of their communities.
4. A more flexible approach, with local authorities having the ability to adapt to changing circumstances.

In conclusion, the system of the French Republic offers a good example of how decentralisation and devolution can lead to a more efficient and responsive system of government. Other countries can learn from this system and adopt similar principles to promote greater economic development and social well-being.

ELECTION IN RHODESIA

The United Front, led by Ian Smith, has won the election for the Rhodesian Parliament by a comfortable margin. The United Front managed to get 65% of the vote, while the conservative party only managed to get 35%. This is a clear indication of the popularity of the United Front's policies and its ability to appeal to a wide range of voters.

The result of the election is a clear victory for the United Front, which is likely to strengthen its position in the country. The party has made a clear commitment to maintain the status quo and to resist any attempts to interfere with the country's independence.

Soviets Launch First Satellite For Communications

The Soviet Union has launched its first satellite for communications. The satellite, called Sputnik, was launched into a low Earth orbit and is intended to be used for communications and navigation purposes.

The launch of the satellite is a significant milestone in the development of the Soviet Union's space programme. It shows the country's commitment to developing its space capabilities and its ability to compete with other major powers in this field.

The satellite is expected to provide a wide range of services, including communications, navigation, and weather monitoring. It is also expected to be used for scientific research and exploration.

In conclusion, the launch of the satellite is a significant achievement for the Soviet Union. It shows the country's commitment to developing its space capabilities and its ability to compete with other major powers in this field.
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Educational News

The importance of education cannot be overstated. It is the key to personal and societal development. Education provides the foundation for a better future and helps individuals achieve their full potential.

Many countries recognize the importance of education and have made significant investments in education. However, there are still many challenges that need to be addressed. These include access to education, quality of education, and the relevance of education to the needs of the society.

In conclusion, education is a fundamental right and a key to personal and societal development. It is important for countries to invest in education and to ensure that every individual has access to quality education.
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Farmers' Comment

On Taxation Policy, Financial Situation

The farmers' comment on taxation policy and financial situation is an important issue for the country. Farmers are generally affected by taxation policies and financial situation, as these have a direct impact on their livelihoods.

In conclusion, farmers' comment on taxation policy and financial situation is an important issue for the country. It is important for the government to consider the farmers' concerns and take appropriate measures to address them.
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Premier Visits Moscow Plants, Cites Afghan-Soviet Relations
As Example Of Co-Existence

Premier Dr. Mohammad Yousuf Khan visited the
Khorasani Animal Science Institute in Moscow.

Kabul High School and other educational institutions.

Premier Yousuf Khan visited the Khorasani Animal Science Institute in Moscow, where he was shown samples of the institute's work, including the production of milk and meat. He was also shown the institute's facilities, including its laboratories and classrooms.

The institute, which was established in 1954, is one of the largest in the Soviet Union. It has a capacity of 6,000 students and offers courses in veterinary medicine, agriculture, and animal science.

Premier Yousuf Khan said that the institute's work was important for the development of Afghanistan's agricultural sector. He praised the institute's efforts to improve the quality of Afghan beef and said that the Afghan government was working to establish similar institutes in the country.

The visit was part of the Afghan government's efforts to improve relations with the Soviet Union, which is Afghanistan's largest trading partner. The two countries have a long history of cooperation, dating back to the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan in the 1980s.

Other news:

Arab Press Scorns Tunisian President's Proposal To Hold Talks On Israeli Question

Tunisia's President Habib Bourguiba has offered to mediate a dialogue between the Arab sides and Israel, but Arab leaders have rejected the proposal, according to the Arab Press.

The Arab Press, which is based in Amman, Jordan, reported that the Arab leaders said that the offer was "insulting" and that it was a "disgrace" to the Arab people.

The Arab leaders said that the Arab states have been working for years to achieve a just and lasting peace in the Middle East, but that the offer was a "disgrace" to the Arab people.

The Arab Press, which is based in Amman, Jordan, reported that the Arab leaders said that the offer was "insulting" and that it was a "disgrace" to the Arab people.
Premier Speaks At Friendship Meeting

Editor's Note: Following is the complete text of Premier Babrak Karmal's address at the International Friendship Meeting of Afghan-Asian People held at the National Stadium in Kabul yesterday.

The right of the people to self-determination, the principle of non-intervention in the internal affairs, the right of every nation to live in peace was enshrined in the charters of the UN and other international organizations. This right and principle has been respected and honoured by the Soviet Union and by the unity of the Socialist countries. This is a policy of justice. This is a policy of peace, this is a policy of progress. This is a policy of friendship. This is the policy of all the socialist countries and this is the policy of the Soviet Union. This is the policy of the Afghan people. This is a policy of the people of Asia, Africa, and Latin America. This is a policy of the people of the world.

The international congresses of workers and the International Committee of the International Council of Communist Parties have repeatedly reaffirmed the principle of non-interference in the internal affairs of states, the right of every nation to live in peace, and the right of every nation to self-determination. The right of the Afghan people to self-determination, to live in peace, to create their own economic, cultural, and political life, is a right of all the peoples of the world.

The Afghan people have every right to live in peace and to create their own economic, cultural, and political life. The Afghan people have every right to live in peace and to create their own economic, cultural, and political life. The Afghan people have every right to live in peace and to create their own economic, cultural, and political life. The Afghan people have every right to live in peace and to create their own economic, cultural, and political life. The Afghan people have every right to live in peace and to create their own economic, cultural, and political life.
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In Soviet Union

DELEGATION FROM AFGHANISTAN

In the Soviet Union on March 25, after the conclusion of the talks between the Delegation from Afghanistan and the delegation of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, the Afghan delegation was received by Anastas M. Mikoyan, First Secretary of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. Mikoyan congratulated the Afghans on the 50th anniversary of the Afghan People's Democratic Republic and on the 40th anniversary of the Indo-Afghan War of Self-Defense. Mikoyan expressed the opinion that Afghanistan and the Soviet Union were friends and neighbors and that the friendship between the two countries should be strengthened.

Ostrander Takes Over As CARE's Chief Of Mission

Mr. Donald Ostrander, CARE a private, non-profit, international relief agency operating in 80 countries, has been named chief of mission for CARE's program in Afghanistan. Ostrander succeeds Dr. Charles H. Leishman, who was appointed chief of mission in May 1970.

In February the civil war in Afghanistan ended in a temporary cease-fire, allowing the Afghans to resume their efforts to establish a government that will provide for the country's needs.

Expedition "For a Better World We Serve" Spends Three Days In Afghanistan

Conflict results not from differences between the people but from differences in understanding of the problems faced. These differences can be overcome if we can understand them and work towards solutions.

The Afghan government is working with the United Nations and other international organizations to establish a government that will provide for the country's needs. This government will be based on the principles of democracy, equality, and the right of every nation to live in peace.

The Afghan government is working with the United Nations and other international organizations to establish a government that will provide for the country's needs. This government will be based on the principles of democracy, equality, and the right of every nation to live in peace.

The Afghan government is working with the United Nations and other international organizations to establish a government that will provide for the country's needs. This government will be based on the principles of democracy, equality, and the right of every nation to live in peace.
Cypriot Govt. Says Turks Obstruct UN

UNITED NATIONS, New York, April 15—(AP) — Cypriot Premier of Cyprus, Nikos Sampson, said that the Turkish military occupation of the island of Cyprus by Greece, the United Nations, and was planning to raise the issue of

U.S. willing to participate in Cambodia neutrality meeting

WASHINGTON, April 15—The United States is considering a potential role in a meeting of neutral nations to mediate in Cambodia, a spokesman said yesterday.

The spokesman said that the U.S. position would be to encourage a peaceful resolution of the conflict in Cambodia.

Premier talks to Afghan students studying in USSR

JABALPUR, April 15—Premier of Jabalpur, India, Shaukat Khan, met with Afghan students studying in the USSR yesterday. He talked about the importance of education and the value of cultural exchange.

Floods claim one life, cause millions of Afghan damage

The floods claimed at least one life and caused damage to homes and crops in Afghanistan during the past week. The government reported that the floods were caused by heavy rain and flooding in the region.

Campaign against locusts begins in Kowlar Woowsalai

KOWLAN, April 15—A campaign against locusts has begun in Kowlar Woowsalai, Afghanistan. The campaign aims to control the pest and save crops.

Vietnam statement divides Stockholm peace council

STOCKHOLM, April 15—A statement by the Vietnamese government was divided among council members. Some members supported Vietnam's position, while others criticized the statement.
Soviet Aid Enables Afghanistan To Move Ahead With Longer Strides, Premier Says
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Rebels Occupy Presidential Palace In Dominican Capital

DOMINICAN Air Force planes bombed the area of the National Palace last night as an apparent effort to roust out the government who was said to be living in the Presidential Palace.

American ambassador to the United States, Gustavo Madrid, has been sent to the Dominican Republic as an envoy to assist in the efforts to rebuild the country's shattered political and economic institutions. The ambassador will arrive in the Dominican capital, Santo Domingo, today. His official appointment has not yet been announced.

U.S. Plans Damage Bridge, Railway

Cars In Vietnam

Washington accused the Viet Cong of a major attack on a bridge and railway near the capital of Saigon, killing at least 89 people and destroying another bridge. The Viet Cong have previously been blamed for similar attacks on bridges and railways in the area.

New World Body Needed, Chou Tells Indonesians

Chairman Chou En-lai of the People's Republic of China has been invited to attend the United Nations Security Council meeting. He is expected to arrive in the United States tomorrow. His visit is expected to be a major event, bringing the world's attention to the Chinese role in world affairs.

Kiev Give Warm Welcome To Prime Minister Youssef

Prime Minister Youssef arrived in Kiev yesterday, where he was greeted by the Soviet Premier and other government officials. The visit is expected to strengthen the political and economic ties between the two nations.

UNICEF Plans To Increase Its Aid To Afghanistan

Aid to Afghanistan is expected to increase, as the United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF) plans to provide more food and medical supplies. The organization is working to help the Afghan people in the wake of the civil war that has been raging for more than a decade.

U.S.-USSR Exchange Attacks On Vietnam During Meeting

Of Disarmament Commission

The United States and the Soviet Union exchanged criticism at the meeting of the Disarmament Commission yesterday, with the United States accusing the Soviet Union of making insufficient progress in reducing nuclear arms. The Soviet Union countered by accusing the United States of making similar claims.

Rebels Control Santo Domingo; Bombing Kills 8

A rebel leader in Santo Domingo yesterday announced that his forces had taken control of the city. The rebels said they were fighting to end the rule of the Dominican government, which they accused of corruption and oppression.

Ministry Officials Plan Year's Study Of Agriculture

The Ministry of Agriculture is planning a study of the agriculture sector in the country. The study will focus on improving productivity and increasing food production.
Code of Ethics For Political Parties in Afghanistan

SCAPEGOATISM AND CRYPTOISM

We have all heard the news of the day. We know that the government is not doing its job and that we need a new leader. However, there are two different sides to the story. On one hand, there is the government, which is responsible for running the country. On the other hand, there are the political parties, which are responsible for representing the interests of their constituents. In Afghanistan, the political parties often use scapegoatism and cryptoism to achieve their goals.

Scapegoatism is the act of blaming others for one's own shortcomings. In Afghanistan, the political parties often blame the government for all the problems facing the country. However, it is important to remember that the government is not the only one responsible for these problems. The political parties also have a role to play in creating solutions.

Cryptoism is the act of concealing one's identity or true intentions. In Afghanistan, the political parties often use cryptoism to avoid responsibility for their actions. They will say things to the public that they don't mean to do, in order to avoid being held accountable for their mistakes.

In Afghanistan, the political parties often use scapegoatism and cryptoism to achieve their goals. It is important to remember that the government is not the only one responsible for the problems facing the country. The political parties also have a role to play in creating solutions.
Diplomatic Wives Hold Benefit Tea

KABUL, April 21 - Tuesday's media reports were mixed but indicated that the Afghan Women's Association, which is under the supervision of the Ministry of Women's Affairs, has won some support among Afghan women. The report stated that the Association has been working to improve the status of women in Afghanistan and that it has been successful in some areas. However, the report also noted that there are still many challenges ahead, including the need for better education and job opportunities for women.

Home News In Brief

1. The Afghan government has announced that it will begin a new program to provide economic assistance to those affected by the recent floods. The program will provide food and other necessities to those in need.

2. Pakistan's ambassador to Afghanistan has said that his country will continue to support the Afghan government in its efforts to maintain security and stability. The ambassador said that Pakistan is committed to working closely with Afghanistan to address any challenges that may arise.

3. The Afghan government has announced that it will begin a new program to provide economic assistance to those affected by the recent floods. The program will provide food and other necessities to those in need.

4. Pakistan's ambassador to Afghanistan has said that his country will continue to support the Afghan government in its efforts to maintain security and stability. The ambassador said that Pakistan is committed to working closely with Afghanistan to address any challenges that may arise.

5. The Afghan government has announced that it will begin a new program to provide economic assistance to those affected by the recent floods. The program will provide food and other necessities to those in need.

6. Pakistan's ambassador to Afghanistan has said that his country will continue to support the Afghan government in its efforts to maintain security and stability. The ambassador said that Pakistan is committed to working closely with Afghanistan to address any challenges that may arise.

7. The Afghan government has announced that it will begin a new program to provide economic assistance to those affected by the recent floods. The program will provide food and other necessities to those in need.

8. Pakistan's ambassador to Afghanistan has said that his country will continue to support the Afghan government in its efforts to maintain security and stability. The ambassador said that Pakistan is committed to working closely with Afghanistan to address any challenges that may arise.

9. The Afghan government has announced that it will begin a new program to provide economic assistance to those affected by the recent floods. The program will provide food and other necessities to those in need.

10. Pakistan's ambassador to Afghanistan has said that his country will continue to support the Afghan government in its efforts to maintain security and stability. The ambassador said that Pakistan is committed to working closely with Afghanistan to address any challenges that may arise.

11. The Afghan government has announced that it will begin a new program to provide economic assistance to those affected by the recent floods. The program will provide food and other necessities to those in need.

12. Pakistan's ambassador to Afghanistan has said that his country will continue to support the Afghan government in its efforts to maintain security and stability. The ambassador said that Pakistan is committed to working closely with Afghanistan to address any challenges that may arise.

13. The Afghan government has announced that it will begin a new program to provide economic assistance to those affected by the recent floods. The program will provide food and other necessities to those in need.

14. Pakistan's ambassador to Afghanistan has said that his country will continue to support the Afghan government in its efforts to maintain security and stability. The ambassador said that Pakistan is committed to working closely with Afghanistan to address any challenges that may arise.

15. The Afghan government has announced that it will begin a new program to provide economic assistance to those affected by the recent floods. The program will provide food and other necessities to those in need.

16. Pakistan's ambassador to Afghanistan has said that his country will continue to support the Afghan government in its efforts to maintain security and stability. The ambassador said that Pakistan is committed to working closely with Afghanistan to address any challenges that may arise.

17. The Afghan government has announced that it will begin a new program to provide economic assistance to those affected by the recent floods. The program will provide food and other necessities to those in need.

18. Pakistan's ambassador to Afghanistan has said that his country will continue to support the Afghan government in its efforts to maintain security and stability. The ambassador said that Pakistan is committed to working closely with Afghanistan to address any challenges that may arise.

19. The Afghan government has announced that it will begin a new program to provide economic assistance to those affected by the recent floods. The program will provide food and other necessities to those in need.

20. Pakistan's ambassador to Afghanistan has said that his country will continue to support the Afghan government in its efforts to maintain security and stability. The ambassador said that Pakistan is committed to working closely with Afghanistan to address any challenges that may arise.

Czech Embassy

Honours Iqbal

KABUL, April 21 — Iqbal, the Afghan poet who was killed in a car accident, was honored by the Czech Embassy in Kabul. The Czech ambassador presented a book of Iqbal's poems to the Afghan government, and a ceremony was held to commemorate his life and work. The ceremony was attended by government officials and representatives from various organizations.
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**The Rise And Fall Of The Exchange Rate**

The Prime Minister Mr. Mohammed Akram Khan visited the Soviet Union and the conference is much more suitable for well-the rift between the two countries, We hope the Asia and the procedure. He would like to see the United Assembly and the Geneva "yet another crucial point". The President, Mr. Ayub Khan, having a beehive and said "a growing number of insoluble mysteries." AGENCY.

Wilson asks Pak, India To Exercise Great Restraint.

"In the presence of the Prime Minister, Mr. Wilson, who is probably in his 80s, is a member of the British delegation, presented with the Prime Minister, on the outcome of his visit to the Soviet Union and the conference, is much more suitable for the Asian and the procedure. He would like to see the United Assembly and the Geneva "yet another crucial point". The President, Mr. Ayub Khan, having a beehive and said "a growing number of insoluble mysteries." AGENCY.

Johnson Expresses Friendly Feelings For Indians, Pak.

WASHINGTON April 26 (AP) -- Prime Minister Mr. Wilson, who is probably in his 80s, is a member of the British delegation, presented with the Prime Minister, on the outcome of his visit to the Soviet Union and the conference, is much more suitable for the Asian and the procedure. He would like to see the United Assembly and the Geneva "yet another crucial point". The President, Mr. Ayub Khan, having a beehive and said "a growing number of insoluble mysteries." AGENCY.

### Disarmament Commission Meeting May Lead To Resumption Of Geneva Conference.

The President, Mr. Ayub Khan, having a beehive and said "a growing number of insoluble mysteries." AGENCY.

### Johnson Expresses Friendly Feelings For Indians, Pak.

WASHINGTON April 26 (AP) -- Prime Minister Mr. Wilson, who is probably in his 80s, is a member of the British delegation, presented with the Prime Minister, on the outcome of his visit to the Soviet Union and the conference, is much more suitable for the Asian and the procedure. He would like to see the United Assembly and the Geneva "yet another crucial point". The President, Mr. Ayub Khan, having a beehive and said "a growing number of insoluble mysteries." AGENCY.

Johnson expresses friendly feelings for Indians, Pak.

WASHINGTON April 26 (AP) -- Prime Minister Mr. Wilson, who is probably in his 80s, is a member of the British delegation, presented with the Prime Minister, on the outcome of his visit to the Soviet Union and the conference, is much more suitable for the Asian and the procedure. He would like to see the United Assembly and the Geneva "yet another crucial point". The President, Mr. Ayub Khan, having a beehive and said "a growing number of insoluble mysteries." AGENCY.

Johnson expresses friendly feelings for Indians, Pak.

WASHINGTON April 26 (AP) -- Prime Minister Mr. Wilson, who is probably in his 80s, is a member of the British delegation, presented with the Prime Minister, on the outcome of his visit to the Soviet Union and the conference, is much more suitable for the Asian and the procedure. He would like to see the United Assembly and the Geneva "yet another crucial point". The President, Mr. Ayub Khan, having a beehive and said "a growing number of insoluble mysteries." AGENCY.
Johnson Refirms Offer Of Unconditional Discussions

WASHINGTON, April 28 (AP) — President Johnson, saying the United States will "not back down" on its demand for an unconditional cease-fire in Vietnam, made his offer today in a telephone call to Premier Pham Van Dong of South Vietnam.

"This offer may be rejected," he said. "But I cannot back down on this issue. I don't know what else I can do."

Japanese Foreign Minister Masaaki Ohira, who is in the United States for talks on the war, said the United States has not made any new concessions.

"It is the same as before," he said. "There has been no change in the United States position."

The President said he had not discussed the war with the American people today, but that he would do so tomorrow.

"I feel that the United States has made a lot of concessions," he said. "I think it is time we made a lot of concessions."

The President said he had discussed the war with the American people today, but that he would not discuss it with them again until Saturday.

"I feel that the United States has made a lot of concessions," he said. "I think it is time we made a lot of concessions."
RISE AND FALL OF THE EXCHANGE RATE

The dollar became their icon in the scientific community, and their exchange rate of 1.5 to 1 was the state bank. The rules that set this exchange rate have long been a source of contention, and the recent move to allow market forces to determine the price has been a source of conflict. In the long run, this move will likely lead to a more stable and efficient market, but in the short term, it has caused a lot of uncertainty and volatility.

The dollar's value has been declining steadily, and this has had a significant impact on the economy. On the one hand, it has made imports more affordable, which has helped to stimulate consumer spending. On the other hand, it has made exports more expensive, which has hurt US competitiveness. The government has been trying to address this issue by increasing interest rates, which has made borrowing more expensive and reduced consumer spending. However, this has also led to a decline in the housing market, which has further impacted the economy.

The exchange rate is a crucial determinant of the economy, and it is important to understand its underlying causes and implications. The government needs to be proactive in managing the exchange rate, and it must be prepared to intervene if necessary. The dollar's decline is a complex issue, and it will require a multifaceted approach to address it.
Israel Fears Armed Clash Over Use Of Jordan Waters

JERUSALEM, Israel Sector, April 28, (Reuter).—

A 650-tonne patrol vessel, the former Argentine Navy frigate, has been sunk in the Jordan River, Israel, near the border with Jordan, and the Jordanian authorities are reported to be planning to use the vessel as a floating military base.

The frigate, which was captured by Israeli forces in 1967, has been refitted and armed with heavy artillery.

A Jordanian naval officer said that the vessel will be used as a defensive position in the event of a military clash with Israel.

The vessel is armed with a 155-mm gun and several machine guns.

The Israeli authorities have not commented on the incident.

80 Planes Bomb N. Vietnam Again

SAIGON, April 28 (Reuter) —

The U.S. Air Force has launched a large-scale bombing raid on North Vietnam, striking factories, military installations, and transportation targets.

The raid is part of the continuing effort to degrade North Vietnam's industrial and military capabilities.

The attacks are expected to continue for several days.

The raid is the latest in a series of large-scale attacks on North Vietnam in recent days.
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N. Afghan Migs

LONDON, April 28 (Reuters).—

Military advisors of the Southeast Asia Treaty Organization meet here today to grapple with the tangled web of the Vietnam War and the French withdrawal from that country.

The French, as their troops have been withdrawn from Vietnam, have faced a series of problems, including the need to stabilize their military and political situation in the country.

French Only Send Observer to SEATO Military Council

The French have been sending observers to the Southeast Asia Treaty Organization meetings, but these observers have been limited in their role.

The French military, however, has been actively involved in the negotiations and discussions at the meetings.

Indonesia's Readiness

Indonesia is reportedly preparing to increase its military presence in Southeast Asia, with a focus on counter-insurgency operations.

President Soekarno has stated that Indonesia is ready to deploy its military forces to支援 Vietnam in the event of a military conflict.

The Indonesian military has been training and equipping to meet the potential challenges.

U.S. Acting Couple

(Cutout from page 1)

March's last movie was "Seven Days," in which she played the American President. In her first

After a long break, Ms. Stevens gathered her forces yesterday.

Home News In Brief

KABUL, April 28.—A delegation composed of Afghan and Soviet experts left for Moscow yesterday for consultations with Moscow's proposals.

The delegation, composed of 10 people, was expected to discuss the situation in Afghanistan and the prospects for improving the living conditions of the Afghan people.

The delegation will visit several other provinces of the country.

The delegation is expected to return to Kabul on May 10.

KABUL, April 28.—A message has been sent to the U.S. Embassy in Kabul, congratulating the King on his birthday.

KUNDuz, April 28.—One hundred and five Afghan government officials who were captured in Kunduz province yesterday and were later freed by the Afghan military, were distributed to the provincial capital and were given various economic and agricultural assignments in the area.

The officials, who are responsible for agricultural extension, were given a large amount of equipment and seeds.

The officials were freed by a special military operation in the area.

The operation was supported by a large number of Afghan security forces.

The officials were freed after a long negotiation process.

The freed officials have been returned to their posts.

The operation is expected to continue in the future.

The freed officials were welcomed by the local government officials and the people of the area.

The freed officials are expected to play a key role in the development of the area.

The operation is expected to continue in the future.

The freed officials are expected to play a key role in the development of the area.